Cartoon by Chengwei Yin for Hop Cartoon Contest
Hop cartoon group activities in a few years
Presentation professional convention
Introduction of professional cartoonists and their works show as the annual exhibitions
Introduction reliable and professional tournaments
Send e-mail magazine cartoons Hope over 2000 cartoonists world show similarities in the cartoon world
Introduction to Web sites and blogs cartoon
Interview with Professional Cartoonists introduced new books and journals published
Action international cartoon festival to benefit orphans and children with cancer in 2010
And dozens of other activities

WWW.HOPCARTOON.COM
Criticalism and Insult" Seminar/Tabriz

"On Sepetmber 22, there was a seminar on "Criticalism and Insult with presence of foreign cartoonists in Tabriz. In this seminar, the differences between criticism and insult was discussed and the reasons leading to insult were analyzed.

Raed Khail made the first speech and addressed western countries as the leading facts in conducting insults. Jamal Rahmati warned cartoonists to be aware of boundaries and sensibilities. Rahim Asghari as the third lecturer mentioned anarchism as a consequence of insulting religions and beliefs.

Two other days after this seminar, Second Meeting o Cartoon Museum Directors 2010 was held. The book of this meeting was published and ready to deliver.

The participants of this meeting were:

Sebastian Carmois / Belgium - ECC

Ali Mazak / Turkey - Director of Istanbul Museums

Alessandro Gatto / Italy - Cartoonist

Bayram Hajizadeh / Azerbaijan - Director of Azerbaijan

Raed Khalil / Syria - FECO Syria

Rahim Baqal Asghari / Iran - Tabriz

Marisa Barichello / Italy - University Art Professor

Bernard Bouton / France - FECO Secretary General

Valentin Georgiev / Bulgaria - Cartoonist

Sadettin Aygun / Turkey - Director of Eskisehir Cartoon Museum

Akdag Saydut / Turkey - Director of Istanbul Cartoon Museum

Elshad Aliyev / Azerbaijan - Director of Azimzadeh Cartoon Museum

Jamal Rahmati / Iran - Cartoonist
Photos from the HOP CARTOON AND RETROFITTING CONTESTS AWARDS
Poems hophornamə Mirza Ali Akbar Saber is the Turkish language. This collection of poems for the first time in 1914 AD was published in Baku, which obtained between to 1911 AD. These poems are both are 1905 poets Saber national poet of Azerbaijan and the Caucasus permanent partner newspapers Molla Nəsrəddin, was born in Shmakhy. He said the teens poetry in Persian and Arabic, Azeri and taught and influenced by the poet meddle. He also Persian poetry was translated to Turkish. 1906 Molla Nəsrəddin joined the newspaper from his poems in the same year the newspaper was printed.
First published hophopnamə year after the poet’s death in 1912, the efforts of his wife (BLORE NESÁ) and his friend Abbas sehat in 104 pages 2000 edition is published

hophopnamə repeatedly in Azerbaijan, Russia and Iran published and Russian languages, Turkish, Farsi and English have been translated
Azim Azimzadeh Aslan oğlu
ƏzimzadəƏzim Aslan oğlu -1880/1943

painter, (1927) The founder of azerbaijan cartoon art

Jumping over bonfire. 1937

Dog baiting. 1938
Bijuchandran/India

Cartoonist from India. Founder editor of CHIRICHEPPU cartoon magazine. Chief cartoonist in THE VERDICT weekly. Chief Editor of ECONOMICS SCAN business monthly. Editor of the blog named world cartOOnists.
Aslı Yücel  Turkey

He was born in 1987, 8th September, Ankara, Turkey. Economics of Education in 2008, he finished - in Zonguldak. He painted since high school days was interested. Oder cartoon, when he was university. He was more interested in this art. Cartoon humor and poetry have a place in his life is great.

WEBSITE
aslininayakizleri.blogspot.com
Results Bostoons International Humor Festival 2010 - U.S.A

BOSTOONS INTERNATIONAL HUMOR FESTIVAL 2010

CARTOON CONTEST AWARDS

JURY: John Lent, President; Angel Boligán, Arturo Kemchs, Raúl de la Nuez, Omar Zevallos

MAIN THEME AWARDS: FREEDOM

FIRST PRIZE Xiaoyiing Hou, China
SECOND PRIZE Hicabi Demirci, Turkey
THIRD PRIZE Lubomir Kotrha, Slovakia

HONORABLE MENTIONS

Pepe Sanmartín, Perú
Ahmet Ozturklevent, Turkey
Magdalena Wosik, Poland
Cau Gomez, Brazil
Aleksandar Forkapic, Serbia
Farhad Bahrami Reykani, Iran

COMPLEMENTARY THEME AWARD: PERSONAL CARICATURE TED KENNEDY

Omar Figueroa Turcios (Turcios), Colombia/Spain

HONORABLE MENTIONS

Iván Prado, Perú/Germany
Matías Tolsá, Argentina/Spain
The Exhibition of Cartoon Devil Against Holy Books (like Burning Quran)

We address to all the professional and amateur cartoonists regardless their age from all over the world

Themes
Cartoon: Devil against Holly Books (Like Quran Burning Quran Devil against Human Nature Caricature: Terry Jones

The number of sent cartoons is free
Please attach in .doc format a brief presentation of your surname and first name, address, e-mail address.
All participants that their works enter in exhibition will receive the catalogue
Sent works should be in 200dpi with 1500 pixel width or length .and jpg format

prizes
Honorable Mentions in each section

The cartoons must be sent at the e-mail address
info@irancartoon.com

The cartoons will be published in the web pages
www.irancartoon.com
www.irancartoon.ir

Deadline: Feb., 15, 2011
Toonpool.com Exhibition in Izmir

Great news, everyone: toonpool.com proudly presents A Smile Goes ‘Round the World / Bir Gülümseme DÜnyayý” Dolaşýyor”, an exhibition of cartoons by toonpool.com artists from all over the world. The exhibition will take place in Izmir, Turkey between October 15 and 29, 2010 (scroll down for more detailed information). This is an interview with charming Menekşe Çam who made all of this possible.

Menekşe, it’s so exciting that there will be a toonpool.com exhibition in Izmir. Can you tell me how this came into being?

In fact, my husband first brought up the idea of a joint exhibition when we visited Berlin in late January. I mentioned the idea in the interview I gave back then and got very positive responses. I really want to thank Bernd Pohlenz for trusting me with the organization of the first toonpool.com exhibition in the “real” world.

Of course I also have to thank all the artists who agreed to join the exhibition and sent in their cartoons. Finally, there is the people at the BKM (Buca Municipality Cultural Center) who agreed to host the exhibition and gave us all the things we needed. Organizing this took a lot of time - more than three months. And it took a lot of hard work.

So, what is the general idea of the exhibition?

First of all, it’s a wonderful cultural event that puts the works from a great cartoon community on display for the first time. Second the exhibition shows that this community can act together when necessary. There is no profit in this event apart from spiritual pleasure and artistic prestige. Still, I hope that we can repeat this exhibition in other countries - after all, our slogan is “Toonpool.com - A Smile Goes ‘Round the World”.

Buca Municipality Cultural Center

How many artists will be on display in Izmir?

It was really hard to choose between more than 80,000 artworks by almost 2,000 artists from 160 nations. In the end we had to settle for 58 cartoons by 58 artists from almost as many different countries. Among the artists on display are Matteo Bertelli from
Italy, Pawel Kuczynski from Poland, An Yong Chen from China, Ernst Mattiello from Switzerland, and Xavier Salvador from Spain. What kind of cartoons did you choose for the exhibition?

Mostly they were chosen from among the most popular cartoons on toonpool.com - the ones with the greatest number of votes and comments. Some of them are political, some funny, and some thought-provoking. There will be a catalogue, too.

An Earlier Exhibition at BKM

Will some of the artists be present at the opening ceremony?

Yes, Buca Municipality will host ten artists in a hotel on the seaside for two nights and three days. This includes accommodation - breakfast, and dinner. There are still some free spots. Artists who sent in their work and would like to spend a weekend vacation in Izmir should just contact me.

Thanks for your time. I am really looking forward to seeing the photos taken at the grand opening.
Babak Shaabani
Born in Tabriz - Iran
24 October 1985
Arash Pourjabbar
Babak Shaabani
Davood Deldar
Eliaz B-Farahbakhsh
Farhd R-Garamaleki
Hamed Nabahat
Mahnaz M-Farrokhi
Sina Youzbashi